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A CHARACTERIZATION OF A CLASS OF UNIFORM
SPACES THAT ADMIT AN INVARIANT

INTEGRAL

G. L. ITZKOWITZ

In this paper we consider a class of uniform spaces that
we temporarily call equihomogeneous spaces. These spaces were
first considered by Y. Mibu in a paper On Measures Invariant
Under Given Homeomorphism Groups of A Uniform Space.
The reason for considering equihomogeneous spaces is that one
can easily show the existence of a Haar type integral on them
just by using an obvious modification of a standard existence
type proof for the Haar integral on locally compact topo-
logical groups. We show that these spaces coincide in the
locally compact case with the class of uniformly locally compact
spaces considered by I. E. Segal in his paper Invariant Mea-
sures on Locally Compact Spaces that appeared in 1949. Our
main theorem is that a locally compact equihomogeneous space
is a locally compact topological homogeneous space and hence
is a quotient of locally compact topological groups. We are
therefore able to use the theory of A. Weil to deduce existence
and uniqueness of an invariant integral for these spaces.
These results seem to explain why no examples of spaces,
satisfying Segal's or Mibu's conditions, aside from topological
groups and their quotients have been found to date.

1* Introduction and definitions. We first became aware of the
existence of an invariant measure on certain locally compact uniform
spaces when we were looking for conditions for existence of a con-
tinuous measure on such spaces. It was natural to attempt to imitate
the existence proof for the Haar integral in locally compact groups
in the more general case of uniform spaces. We found that an obvious
modification of a proof found in Hewitt and Ross [1] worked in the
case of homogeneous uniform spaces provided two conditions were
satisfied by the group of homeomorphisms acting on the space.

Afterwards we became aware of two papers, one by I. E. Segal
[5], which seemed to be more general in nature then our observation,
and the other by Y. Mibu [3], which considered exactly the conditions
we considered. Both papers used a set theoretic-measure theoretic
approach adopted first by Haar, while we used a functional analytic
approach first considered by A. Weil. The problem with these results,
is that no examples of uniform spaces have been found satisfying these
conditions except, for the obvious ones. We will show in this paper
that the obvious spaces are the only ones.
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Let (X, ^f) be a uniform space.

DEFINITION 1.1. A function / : X—>X is nonexpansive with re-
spect to a base & for <%f if for each Ue & and (&, y) e U, the
relation (f(x), /(#)) 6 IT, also holds.

DEFINITION 1.2. By a ^-nonexpansive homeomorphism / of a
uniform space (X, *%?) onto itself, we mean a homeomorphism / of
X onto itself such that / is nonexpansive with respect to a base &
for the uniformity <&'.

DEFINITION 1.3. A uniform space (X, %f) will be called an equi-
homogeneous space if there is a group G of homeomorphisms acting
on X such that (i) G is transitive (i.e., given p, g e l , there is ge G
such that gp = q), and (ii) there is a base & for ^ such that G is
a group of ^-nonexpansive homeomorphisms of the uniform space.

COROLLARY 1.4. (i) Each geG satisfies gU[x] = U[gx]. (U[x] =

{y: (x, y)e U}). (ii) Each geG is uniformly continuous hence a uni-

morphism.

Convention. From now on we will assume that & is a symmetric
base for ^ that is, if Ue & then U~ι = [/(i.e., if (x, y) e [/than (y,
x) e U). Our notation will be the standard notation of Kelley [2].

THEOREM 1.5. Let G be a group of homeomorphisms acting on
the uniform space (X, ^ ) , then the following are equivalent:

(i) there is a base & for <%S such that G is a group of &-
nonexpansive homeomorphisms of (X, %f).

(ii) G is an equicontinuous group of unimorphisms on the uni-
form space (X,

Proof, (i) => (ii) obvious.
(ii) => (i) Let g* be the map induced on the structure space by

the element geG via the relation

g*(x, y) = (gx, gy) .

Let Ue^. Since G is equicontinuous, there exists Ve^ such that
g*VaU, for all geG. Let

For each Ue <ZS select one U% as above. Then & = {?/*: Ue^f) is
a base for *%s and G is nonexpansive relative to έ%. To see this,
observe that if gQ e G, then
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=\JgWV= \JgV= U*.
geG geG geG

NOTATION. If (X, ̂ ) is an equi-homogeneous space then we shall
use the notation (X, G, ^ , &) to indicate that G is a group of &-
nonexpansive homeomorphisms acting on (X,

THEOREM 1.6. If (X, G, ^ , &) is locally compact, then (X,
is uniformly locally compact.

Proof. Let peX. Then there is Ue & such that U[p] is com-
pact. But then gϋ[p] = U[gp] is compact for each geG. Since G is
transitive, U[x] is compact for each x e X, so (X, ̂ /) is uniformly
locally compact.

REMARK. This last theorem shows that the conditions in Segal's
paper may be weakened. That is, local compactness may be substituted
for uniform local compactness.

2* (X, G, ̂ , &) is a topological homogeneous space* Let
(X, G, %S, &) be an equi-homogeneous locally compact space. Let ee G
denote the identity of G (and of X). We introduce a topology τ on
G as follows: The basic open sets around ee G are of the form

*Stf{U, F) = {ge G: for each p e F, gpe U[p]}

where FczX is compact and Ue &.

REMARK. This topology was introduced by Y. Mibu in [3], where
he showed that these sets were a base for a topology on G. We
remark that he did not show that these sets are actually open in the
topology. We will show that each of the sets J^(U9 F) are open,
and give a different proof that they form a base for a topology on G.

LEMMA 2.1. Let ge J^(U, F). Then there is Ve & such that

V[gp]cz U[p], for all peF .

Proof. For x e X, define φ(x, x) — (x, g(x)). Then ψ is a continuous
map of X into X x X; and ψ(F x F)aU. Since ψ is continuous,
there is Ve <5£ such that ψ(F x V[F]) c U. Thus

{(x,gp):xeF,peV[F]}czU.

In particular, we have (x, gp) e U for all p e V[x], xeF. Thus gp e U[x]
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for all pe V[x], and hence

V[gx] = gV[x] c U[x], xeF .

THEOREM 2.2. (G, r) is α Hausdorff topological group.

Proof. To show that (G, r) is topological group we need to verify
(i)—(v) of Theorem 4.5 in Hewitt and Ross [1]. The obvious identity

{e} = n {J&iU, F): Ue &, F compact}

implies that (G, τ) is Hausdorff.
( i ) Given J^(U, F) there is S*f(W, Ff) such that [J*f(W, F')\2 c

Without loss of generality, we may assume that U[p] is compact
for all p e X. Since F is compact, it follows that there is a finite
collection ply , pne F such that

F' = U U[pt] ID F .
i = ί

Since F' is a neighborhood of ί7, there is Ve &, VaU, such that
V[F] c ^ (Kelley [2], Theorem 33, p. 199). Let We ^ be such that
WcV, and TFoTFcK

Let g, g' e Stf(W, Ff). Then for each peF we have

Thus it follows from the definition of Sϊ'(W, Ff) that

g'g[p] e W[gp]a Wo W[p] c V[p] c U[p] .

But then g'g e S*?{U, F).

(ii) Given J*f{U, F), there is J*(V, F') such that J ^ ( F , F')~ι c

This is clear because J*f(U, F) = J^(C7, ί7)-1. This last identity
follows from the observation that if gpe U[p] then

p = g

Since U is symmetric g~ιpe U[p].

(iii) For each jtf{U,F) and geJV(U,F), there is
such that

Let geJ*f(U,F). Then by Lemma 2.1, there is V such that
c Ϊ7[p], for all peF. Clearly if g0 e j / ( 7 , F), then ^op e

if p G F so that
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ggop egV[p] = V[gp] c U[p) .

Thus gJ^(V, F)czJ^(U9 F).
(iv) For each J^(U, F) and each g e G, there is a J ^ ( V, Ff) such

that ^ J ^ ( F , F')gaJ*f(U, F).
If we take F ' = gF, and let Z7 = F, then

U, gF)g = {g-'g.g: go[p]e U[p], for all pegF}

= {g-%: h[p] e U[gp] for all peF}

= {ko:ko[p]eU[p] for all peF}

so (iv) is satisfied.

(v) If j ^ ί = J^(£Λ, FO, J ^ - ^"(E/i, ^ 2) there is J^(J73, F3) c
, n j ^ 2 .
Just choose Z73 c CTΊ Π U72, F 3 = F x U JP2

REMARK. Condition (iii) implies that each J^{U, F) is open, since
there is a neighborhood of each of its points contained properly in it.

LEMMA 2.3. The map G x X—> X defined by (g, x) \—> gx is continuous.

Proof. Let Ue^ and let xeX be arbitrary. Then let
be such that Vo F c U. Let geJ*f(V, {x}). Then

gV[x] = V[gx] c Vo V[x]cz U[x] .

Thus j*(V, {x}) V[x] c U[x].
More generally, consider ί/[gx]. Let Ve & be such that

Ϊ7. Then

since if goeSsf(V, {a?}), then

LEMMA 2.4. If Wa G is open, and C a X, then gWg~ιC is homeo-
morphie with WC (geG).

Proof. Let φg(gQ) = ggog~\ g0 e G. Then ψg is an inner auto-
morphism and homeomorphism of G onto itself. Let / : WC —• gWg~ιC
be defined by

Then / is 1 — 1 and onto, since if ggog~xx = gg$~lry then & = # since
1 e (?, and hence go£ = βr0?/.

We show now that / is continuous. Let Ue & and consider
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U[fgox]. By continuity of the map G x X —>X, there is a neighbor-
hood Woci G of fg0 and a neighborhood Ve.^? such that

Since ψg is continuous, there is V0(z G containing g0 such that ψg(V0) c
PΓ0. But then

f(V[gox]) = f(g0V[x]) - ψ9(go)V[x](z[ψg(Vo)]V[x]c:U[fgox] ,

so t h a t / is continuous.
We observe t h a t f~λ is defined since / i s 1 — 1 and onto. Also

f-1 is defined by f~ιg^x = Ψ71 (#<>&)• Here α^"1 = <^-i since

Thus a similar proof shows that / - 1 is continuous so that / is a
homeomorphism.

Y. Mibu in [3], proved the following powerfull theorem.

THEOREM 2.5. Let WaG be open. Then W is totally bounded
iff for each compact F S X the set W{F) is totally bounded.

In the conditions for this theorem Mibu states that X is σ-compact
(σ-bounded), however he does not use this fact in the proof. It is a
corollary of this theorem, and of Lemma 2.4 that if X is locally
compact, then G is locally bounded. Here we say that G is locally
bounded if each g e G has a totally bounded neighborhood. Our proof
is a modification of a proof in Mibu's paper which shows that if X
is locally compact and connected then G is locally bounded.

NOTATION. Let sf(JJ, x) = J^(U, {&}), xeX.

THEOREM 2.6. // X is locally compact, then G is locally bounded.

Proof. Let Wo = J^(U, pQ) where pQeX is fixed, and U[p] is
compact for all pe X. We observe that Un[p0] is totally bounded for
each n^l. Let C be compact, C c (J~=i Un[pQ]. Since C is compact,
there is n0 such that

C c U Uk[p0]. (Uk = Uo Uk~\ k = 2, 3, , n0) .
k = i

Now each g e Wo satisfies gC c \Jn

kl\
ι Uk[p0\. Therefore,
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and so W0[C] is totally bounded. Observe that Ω = U~=i U*[pQ] is open
and closed in X.

Let C c X be compact. Then there are a finite number of elements
of G, say g19 * ,gk such that C c U»=ι 9» Ω- Observe that each Cn =
C Π gnΩ is compact, since each gnΩ is open and closed.

By Lemma 2.4, W0Cn is homeomorphic to gnWog~ιCn. Now 0«ιCw =
C'n<z Ω and is compact, so the above argument shows that W^C% is
totally bounded. But then so is gnWQg~ιCn and also W0Cn. It is now
clear that

W0C= (j(W0Cn)

is totally bounded. Since C was arbitrary in X, it follows from
Theorem 2.5 that Wo is totally bounded.

THEOREM 2.7. Let F be compact and Uz^?. Then
is open for each x e X.

Proof. We observe first that if Ue.^?, xeX, then

, x)x= U[x] .

This is because if ye U[x] then there exists geSsf(U, {x}) such that
gx — y. Also if g e J*f{U, x) then gxe U[x\.

Now if y G X is arbitrary and g e G is such that gx — y then

, x)g-1 = {flfflToflf-1: ^ 0 ^e U[x]}

, gx) .

Therefore gJ>^(U, x)g~~1y = J*f(U, y)y — U[y], which is open. But then
jy(E7, {x})y is homeomorphic to U[y], by Lemma 2.4, so it is open.

Let Stf{U, F) be arbitrary, where F is compact, Ϊ7e ^ . Choose
y such that VoV°Va U. Then the collection {F[aφ x e F} is an open
cover of i77 and so is reducible to a finite subcover F[a?J, , V[xk]
of F . Consider now Π*=i ^iY, fa}). Let ̂ e Π J / ( 7 , fe}). Then
if xeF we have xe V[Xi], for some i. But then

gx e V[gxi\ c Fo F [ ^ ] c Fo Fo V[x] c Ϊ7[OJ] ,

so that geJtf(U,F). Thus

Now r\i=i*£f(V, {Xi}) x is open, so that J*f{U, F)x is a neighbor-
hood of x. Let ye J^f{U, F)x, then y — gx for some g e Ssf(U, F).
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By part (iii) of Theorem 2.2 there is a neighborhood J^(V, F') such
that

gJ^(V, F')a sf(TJ, F) .

Clearly gxegSsf(V, F')xa Jϊf(U, F)x, and gS/(y, Ff)x is a neigh-
borhood of gx since J^(V, Fr)x is a neighborhood of x. This shows
that y is in the interior of J&(U, F)α?, so that J^(?7, î )α; is open.

COROLLARY 2.8. The sets J^{U, x), Ue &, x e l , are a subbasis
for the topology of G.

COROLLARY 2.9. (X, G, τ) is α topological homogeneous space.

Proof. This follows from the definition of a topological homo-
geneous space (see Nachbin [4] page 128).

COROLLARY 2.10. Let peX. Let GpczG be the group of home-
omorphisms in G leaving p fixed. Then X is topologically isomorphic
(homeomorphic as a homogeneous space) with G/Gp.

Proof. This is Proposition 1 on page 133 of Nachbin [4].

3* The connection with the Weil theory of homogeneous
spaces* We may observe that in the proofs of the above theorems we
only assumed two facts, namely:

(a) G was transitive
(b) If g e G then g U[x] = U[gx] for each x e X.
The transitivity of G was used in 2.6 and 2.7. It is clear therefore

if we extend G to a larger group Gf satisfying (b) (and automatically
(a)) that the theory goes through as in §2, so that again X is
topologically isomorphic with G'/G'p.

LEMMA 3.1. If {ga} is a Cauchy net in G then {gax} converges for
each x e X.

Proof. Since {ga} is Cauchy, it follows that there exists a0 = aQ( U,
F) such that if α, β ^ aQ then gjιgaeJ^(U, F). Thus gaegaQJ^(U,
F) if a ^ a0. If x e X, then ya = gax e gaJ^(U, F)x, a totally bounded
set. This means that there is a subnet yψ{ΐ) converging to some point
y e gao*Jzf(U, F)x. We claim that ya-+y To see this, consider V[y].
Let W be such that WoWaV. Now Stf{W,y)W[y](zV[y]. Thus
there is aγ such that if α, β ^ a19 then gagjι e J^(W, y), since {ga} is
Cauchy. Also there is j 1 such that if 7 ̂  Ίγ then gφmx = yψ{r) e W[y\.
Choose a > aγ and 72 such that 72 ̂  7X, <p(72) ̂  «i. Then if 7 ̂  72 and
α > aι we have
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, y)W[y]a V[y] .

Since Ve^ was arbitrary, gax-+y. The above shows that the limit
of each Cauchy sequence of functions is a well defined function of X
into X.

NOTATION. Let G = {g: ga-+ g, gaeG, {ga} a Cauchy sequence in
G}. Then G is the Weil completion of G.

THEOREM 3.2. (Weil) G is locally compact if G is locally bounded.

THEOREM 3.3. Let G be the Weil completion of G, then each g eG
is a homeomorphism of X satisfying gU[x] = U[gx].

Proof, (a) g is 1 — 1.

// x φ y1 there is Ve & such that x £ V[y]. Let Wa V be such
that WoWcz V. Then W[x] Π W[y] = 0 , and so W[gax]f) W[gay] = 0
for all a. If gx = gy, then gaxe W[gx] and gaye W[gx] for a ^> a0

(for some a0). But then gxe W[gay] Π l̂ [<7αx], a contradiction.
(b) g is onto because g~ιx — limα g~ι x is defined for all xe X. See

Kelley [2], page 212, the note after Exercise Q(d).
(c) g is continuous and open and gU[x] = U[gx].
We shall show that gU[x] c U[gx], for each Ue&, and xeX.

Thus if Vcz U is such that V[gx]a U[gx], then gV[x] c U[gx], so that
g is continuous. Similarly g~ι is continuous, so that g is open. But
then gU[x]a U[gx], and g~lU[x] c U[g~ιx\. Thus

U[x]ag-ιU[gx]c: U[x] ,

and therefore gU[x\ = U[gx].

To see that gU[x](z U[gx], for each Ue^, and xeX, let ye
U[x], for some xeX, Ue.^. Then choose Vcz U such that V[y] a
U[x]. Since gay-^gy, there is α0, such that a > a0 implies that
9aV e V[gy]. But then gy e V[gay] c U[gax]. Therefore gax e U[gy] for
a > a0. This shows that gxe U[gy] so gye U[gx].

COROLLARY 3.4. The space (X, G) is a locally compact topological
homogeneous space, where G is the Weil completion of G. Thus X is
homeomorphic as a homogeneous space to G/Gp, where Gp c G is the
stability group of pe X (i.e., Gp = {g e G: gp ~ p}.).

Proof. G satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of the beginning of this
section, so this Corollary follows from 2.9 and 2.10.

DEFINITION 3.5. Let G be a locally compact topological group with
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Haar measure λ. The modular function jr(s) is defined by

(

AGΛs) =
f(x)dλ(x)

JG

DEFINITION 3.6. A positive integral μ Φ 0 on a locally compact
group G is relatively left invariant if for every s e G, there is a real
number Δ(s) > 0 such that μ(fos) = Δ(s)μ(f) for every fe Co

+o(G) = {/:
/ ^ 0, and / has compact support}, μ is invariant if Δ = 1.

The following theorems are well-known and may be found in
Nachbin [4]. In these theorems the groups G, H are locally compact.

THEOREM 3.7. ΔG

r is a continuous homomorphism of G into the
multiplicative group Rl of the strictly positive real numbers.

THEOREM 3.8. (Weil) The following are equivalent for a topological
homogeneous space (X, G):

(i) There exists a positive integral μ Φ 0 on X, which is relatively
invariant under G and having modulus A, where A: G —> R% is a con-
tinuous homomorphism.

(ii) Δ?(t) = Δ{t)ΔG

r{t), for all t e H. Here H= Gp for some fixed peX.
If either (i) or (ii) occurs then μ is unique up to a multiplicative

constant.

THEOREM 3.9. (Weil) In order that there exist at least one in-
variant positive integral μ Φ 0 on X, it is necessary and sufficient that
Δ'/it) = ΔG(t), for teH. (Here H = Gp, for some fixed peX).

Note. Theorem 3.8 can be found in [4], page 138, and Theorem 3.9
in [4], page 140.

NOTATION. Let W(G) = G = Weil completion of G, and let H =
Gp = [W(G)]P for some fixed peX.

LEMMA 3.10. Δ?{G) is constant on H. In fact A*{G){H) = {1}.

Proof. We observe that e e Hc J^{U, p), for each Ue^. Thus
Ha ΓΊ {J^(U, p): Ue &}. (Note that we are considering J& (U, p) a

Let now Ue & be fixed and let U[x] be compact for all xeX.
Let Va U be such that VoVaU. Then an elementary computation
shows that J^(V, p)J^(V, p) c J^(U, p). By 3.7, ΔJiG) is a continuous
homomorphism. Since jχf(U, p) is compact, it follows that
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is compact in Rt. Now

Π {Du: Ue ^ } = {1}

since α 1 / 2 % - * l for all aeR%. Therefore A™{G) (H) = {1}.

THEOREM 3.11. There exists an invariant integral on X, unique
up to a multiplicative constant.

Proof. Since Ha Jϊf(U, p), where U[x] is compact for all xeX,
it follows from the proof of Theorem 2.6 that H is compact. Therefore
H is unimodular so that z/f = 1. Also from Lemma 3.10 it follows
that

1 = A?{t) = Ή ' l G ) ( t ) , teH.

Thus 3.9 implies that there exists an invariant positive integral μ Φ 0
on X. But then 3.8 implies that μ is unique up to a multiplicative
constant.

From this point on, we will assume that G is weakly transitive
on X, and that G is ^-nonexpansive. By weakly transitive we mean
that Gx is a dense subset of X for some xe X (hence for each xe X).
This definition agrees with the one appearing in Segal [5].

LEMMA 3.12. (£7, {̂ })xc [/[x] as a dense subset.

Proof. Obvious from definition of weak transitivity.

LEMMA 3.13. Let ye U[x], then there is a net xa = gax—>y. The
net {ga} is a Cauchy net in G.

Proof. Consider the product net {gγga} where gβ e {ga}. We will
prove that lim^ gjιgax = x To see this, consider ΫΓ[#]. Let VΌ 7 c
W. Then there exists aQ such that a > a0 implies that gax e V[y\.
But then ye V[gax] so that g~ιye V[x\. Now let a, β > a0. Then

gj'gax e gj1 V[y] c V[gγy\ c Vo V[χ] c W[χ] .

Since We& is arbitrary, it follows that limαi3 gjιgax — x.
Now let y = gx for some g e G. Then {ggag~ιy = gga%) is a Cauchy

net in X. Thus Lemma 2.4 shows that {gay} is convergent. Hence
as above \\maίβgjιgay = y. This shows that \imaβgpgay = i/ona dense
set DcX. Thus gjιga is eventually in J*f(U,y) for each
yeD.
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Consider now J*f(U,F). Let Ve& be such that F ° F ° F c £ 7 .
For each xeF, let yx e D Π V[x]. Then x e V[yx]. Since F is compact,
there is y19 ••• ,yneD such that F c U f ^ ^ J . Consider now ge

, yd. If ^ei*7, then xe V[yι] for some i. But then

J c F> F[^] c Fo F> V[x] c

Thus

Since 37ι#α is eventually in every J ^ ( F , a?), ajGD, Ve&, it follows
that flr^^α is eventually in every Jϊf(U, F) and so {βrα} is Cauchy in G.

COROLLARY 3.14. The following are equivalent for a net ga e G:

( i ) {da} is Cauchy in G.
(ii) There exists xeX such that {gax} is Cauchy in X.
(iii) The net {ga} is pointwίse convergent on X.
(iv) The net {ga} converges uniformly on compacta in X.

Proof, (iii) <=> (iv) is Theorem 15 on page 232 of Kelley [2].
(i) => (iii) =- (ii) =- (i) follows from 3.1 and 3.13.

COROLLARY 3.15. G has the topology of uniform convergence on
compacta. W(G) is the closure, in the collection of all continuous
functions of X into X, with respect to the topology of uniform con-
vergence on compacta.

COROLLARY 3.16. If there exists a weakly transitive uniformly
equicontinuous group of homeomorphisms on a locally compact uniform
space (X, ^ ) , then X is a quotient of locally compact topological groups.

COROLLARY 3.17. Let (X, ^ ) be a locally compact uniform space.
If (X, *%?) admits a weakly transitive group of uniformly equicontinuous
homeomorphisms, then the group of all uniformly equicontinuous home-
omorphisms is locally compact in the topology of uniform convergence
on compacta.

3.18. Second proof of Theorem 2.6.
According to the Ascoli Theorem (Kelley, Theorem 17, p. 233 [2]),

Wocz G is totally bounded iff W0[x] is totally bounded for each xe X.
Letting Wo = J^(U, p0), where U[x] is compact for all xeX, we

see that Wopo = U[pQ] and U[pQ] is compact. Let p e X, then by 2.4,
Wop is homeomorphic with g Wog~ιp. Clearly if g e G is such that
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g^p — pQ we have that W^p = WQp0 has compact closure, hence so
does Wop. Thus Wo is totally bounded, i.e., the closure of Wo in
W(G) is compact.

COROLLARY 3.19. Let X be a locally compact metric space. If
there exists a weakly transitive group of isometries on X, then X is
a quotient of locally compact topological groups.

COROLLARY 3.20. (i) W(G) the Weil completion of G is transitive
on X.

(ii) There exists a G-invariant measure μ on X.
(iii) μ is unique up to a multiplicative constant.

Proof, (i) W(G) consists of all limits of Cauchy sequences in G.
(ii) (X, W(G)) is a topological homogeneous space so existence

follows from Theorem 3.11.
(iii) Let {ga} be a Cauchy sequence in G. Then ga converges

uniformly on compacta to ge W(G). Let / e Q I ) , SO that support
/ = F is compact. We will show that

j fog{x)dμ{x) = limί foga{x)dμ{x)

where μ is a G-invariant regular Borel measure on X. Thus μ extends
to a W(G)-invariant regular Borel measure on X and so is unique.
Since ga—*g in the topology of W(G), there exists aQ such that a ^
a0 implies that

Therefore if a ^ α0, we have 9g^FczU[F\ so that g-ιFaU[g~ιF\.
Clearly if x e C U^F] then x e ^g~ιF for each a ^ aQ. Thus gax e CF
for each a ^ a0, so that

f°ga(%) = 0, a ^ a0 .

This shows that U[g~ιF] contains the support of foga for a ;> aQ. If
we take Ue& such that U[x] is compact for all xeX, it follows
that U[g~ιF\ is compact. Also since / is uniformly continuous, the
family {ha: ha = f°ga} is equicontinuous and pointwise convergent to
h = fog. Therefore ha-^»h uniformly on compacta. Thus if a ^ a0

we have

( f°9«(x)dμ(x) = L f°ga(x)dμ(x) -> ί fog(x)dμ(x)

= ί f°9(x)dμ(x) .
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This proves that

\ f(x)dμ(x) = 1 foga(x)dμ(x) -> I fog(χ)dμ(x)
JG JG )G

so that μ is W(G)-invariant.

COROLLARY 3.21. (Segal [5]) μ is unique iff G is weakly transitive.

Proof. See Theorem 7, page 126, paragraph 1, for the case in
which G is not weakly transitive. We have shown the converse.

COROLLARY 3.22. Let X be a locally compact metric space. If
there is a weakly transitive group G of isometries of X, then there
is a unique G-invariant regular Borel measure on X.

4* Existence proof of a G-invariant measure according to the
method of A* WeiL For completeness, we give here a direct proof
for existence of a G-invariant measure on (X, G, %?, &). The proof
is almost identical with one of the standard proofs of existence of the
Haar measure on a locally compact topological group.

In what follows (X, G, ̂ , &) will be an equihomogeneous locally
compact space, that is, G is a transitive group of .^-nonexpansive
homeomorphisms acting on the uniform space (X, ̂ f).

LEMMA 4.1. Let /, φeC0^(X). Then there exist elements s,, s2,
• , sn e G and cιy , cn > 0 (positive real numbers) such that

f ^
7 = 1

Proof. Let F c l b e a compact set such that / = 0 on ̂ F. Let
a e X be such that ψ(a) > 0. Since ψ is continuous, there exists a
μ > 0, and a neighborhood Ue & such that φ(x) ̂> μ for all xe U[a].
By compactness, we can cover F by a finite number of neighborhoods
[ / [ α i K F c U L ^ W ) ' For each i, let g^eG be such that g^) = a.
Let cr = H/IU/ju. Then

f(χ) ^ Σ
r=i μ

for all a?, proving the Lemma.

D E F I N I T I O N . Let f,φe C0

+

0(X). Let (/: φ) = inf {Σ?=i cr: there ex-

ists a sequence <?!, •• , ^ e G such t h a t
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/ ^ Σ Cjogr) .
r = l

LEMMA 4.2. (a) \\f\\J\\Φ\\~£(f:φ)
(b) (/oα: φ) = (/: φ)
(c) (af: φ) = a(f: φ), a 2: 0
(d) (/, + U Φ) ̂  C/V Φ) + (/.: Φ)
(e) (/: ψ ) ^ (/:

Proof, (a) We note that

f(x) ^ Σ,crφ°gr(x) ^ Σ,cr\\Φli

ter each x, so that

for each covering sum.
(b) If foa ^ Σ?=i « Λ » then

so that

(/: ίi) ^ Σ cr

and hence (/: φ) ̂  (/°α: p) by taking infimums of covering sums.
Similarly

(/oα: φ) ̂  (/: φ) .

(c) obvious
(d) If Λ ^ Σ"=i <^°0r and /, ^ Σ"=i drfoh,, then

so that

Taking infimum we get

(/i + / 2 : ^ ^ (/i: )̂ + (/.: Φ) .

(e) If we apply Lemma 1 to /, φ, ψ we get
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r=l j=l

Therefore for any x, we have

f(x) ^ Σ Crφogr(x) ̂  Σ *
l

Therefore (/: -f) 5Ξ (Σ?=i cr)(ΣJU ŷ) Again taking infimum over both
Σ cr, ΣAi we get

From now on /„ will be a fixed nonzero element of Cio(X).

DEFINITION. Let ψ e C0

+

0(X) for / e Cot(X) define

•W) - 77—77
(Jo Φ)

LEMMA 4.3. (a) Iφ{ϋ) = 0.

(b) Iφifoa) = /(/) /or αU α e G .
(c) Iφ(af) = alφ(f) (α>0).

(e) W O 5Ξ /,(/,) i/ Λ ^ /, .
(f)

Proof of (f). Since (/: φ) ̂  (/: / 0)(/ 0: φ) it follows that /,(/) ^

Also

(/0: <*) ̂  (/0: / )(/ : φ)

so

(/0: /) ~ (U Φ) ~ Φ ) '

LEMMA 4.4. Let pe X be fixed. Let flf f2e Coo(X) and let ε > 0.
Then there exists Ue& such that each φeC^(X) having support in
U[p] satisfies

W O + W2) ^ Wi + Λ) + ε .

Proof. Let F be a compact set on which /^a?) + /8(aj) = 0 for all
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x<£F. Choose ψ e C£(X) so that ψ(f) = 1 ψ(X) c [0, 1]. Let ε > 0.
In the following we will be using numbers δ, η depending on fl9

fz> fof s, Ί/T in a manner to be determined later on in the proof.
Let f = fι + ft + δψ. Define

if fix) Φ 0

f f(x) --

if f{x) Φ 0

fix)
0 if fix) = 0

h2(x) = fix)
{ 0 if fix) = 0

Thus hly h2eCά(X).
Let Ue & be such that | h^x) — Kiy) \ < η and | h2(x) - h2iy) \ < η

whenever (x, y) e U. (By Kelley [2], Theorem 31, hιt h2 are uniformly
continuous). Let φe C0^(X) be such that φ(x) = 0 for x£ U[p\. Then
as was shown in Lemma 1, there exists a sequence s19 , sne G and
positive real numbers c19 * ,cn such that / ^ Σ?=iC r^os r.

If φosrix)Φθ, then sr(α;) G Z7[p] so that xe Uls^p] and hence (.ie.,
(x, s7λp) e U)

V

Thus we can write

£ V

and hence

(*) ^x) ^ Φisrx)[η + fejs^^)] when φisrx) Φ 0 .

However (*) holds even if φosrix) = 0 and so (*) holds for all x.
We observe now that (*) implies that

i ί r t ) + 5?]

Thus

and similarly

Since
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it follows that

(Λ: Φ) + (Λ: <

Taking infimum

and dividing by

Iφ(fd + W J

1

of I

(/

(/„:

f
2

r - 1

"cr we

i φ) ~\~

Φ) we
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j_ —j— JΓ2 <-- J i T / s T ^ ^

/ ~ /

ι°Srι(p) + h^sτι{p) + 2̂7

have

(/2: )̂ ^ (/: φ)[l + 2η\

get

H- 2η]

± cr[l + 2η] .
l

^ /,(/i + Λ)

Now choose δ, η so that 2>7(/1 + f2: f0) + δ(α/r: /0)[l + 2η) <ε, and the
Lemma is proved.

THEOREM 4.5. If (X, G, ̂ , ^ ) is an equi-homogeneous locally com-
pact space then there exists a G invariant integral (measure) I on CQQ(X).

The measure defined by I is a regular G-invariant Borel measure.

Proof. Let feC^{X). Define Tf = [l/(/0: / ) , ( / : f0)] (Tf is a
compact interval in R+). Let T = PfTf. Then Γ is compact. We
observe now that each Iφ can be regarded as an element of Γ, by
associating Iφ with {tf} e T where tf = /^(/).

Let ^ be the base for ^ associated with the group of home-
omorphisms G, and suppose & is directed by inclusion. Fix pe X.
For each Ue^?, choose exactly one nonzero φueCoO(X) such that
φσ(x) =z 0 if x e bU[p\. Now {IΦu: Ue .^?} is a net in the compact space
T, and so there is a convergent subnet {Iβ} converging to an element
I of T. It is clear that I has the following properties

( i ) 1*0.
(ii) /(/) > 0 whenever / e CJ(X), / Φ 0.
(iii) /(.A + /2) = /(Λ) + I(f2).
(iv) J(/oα) = /(/) for all / e C0

+

0(X), a e G.
(v) J(α/) = al(f) for α ^ 0.
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